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Why choose P&P?

The quality of simworld products is known throughout the globe. We pride ourselves with providing reliable, heavy duty panels that are “truly Plug&Play” - but what does that mean, exactly?

Most of the flight simulators available on the market are just starter kits. Users have to manually solder the connectors, attach the wires, program the drivers, configure the software or even purchase supplementary components. For some enthusiasts it’s all an important part of building the simulator, for others – it’s like riding a bike. Except the bike is on fire and they’re on fire and everything is on fire. We managed to free our customers from spending hours and hours assembling and setting up our products – by using Plug&Play technology.

The nature of Plug&Play is revealed in its very name – ready for use after plugging in. A simple USB cable is all it takes to fully enjoy our panels. The product arrives complete and is one-click ready for flight. An ultimate, hassle-free solution, meant to simplify the installation process and allow the user not only to save time, but to enjoy the hardware almost immediately after unpacking.

You can’t put a price tag on lost time, so save it, whenever you can. Choose wisely. Choose Plug&Play. Enjoy your flight.

Why simworld?

Simworld is a team of aviation-enthusiasts dedicated to providing the best possible solutions for flight simulation. Our attention to minute details, the reliability of our products and the relentless quality control have established simworld as the leading force among European sim manufacturers. We craft our panels to match the actual plane not only in looks, as well as touch and feel.

Unique features we deliver:
1. Landing Gear Lock Override trigger
2. Working ISFD panel
3. Dual rotary switches
4. Double potentiometers
5. Separate brightness controls
6. Self returning NT and SPD knobs
7. Personal customizations (callsign plate, annunciators)
8. Carpeted kickboard

An informed decision

Not every B737 simulator looks and feels like the actual airplane. Budgetary and technical concerns often force producers to employ low-cost solutions, further deviating from 737s original design. Check the quality, compatibility and functionality of a panel before you buy it, regardless of the manufacturer. Demand to see detailed pictures. Ask questions and voice your concerns – always make sure you know exactly what you are purchasing.

What is CAN?

Simply put - CAN is a data transmission protocol. In development since 1983, CAN (Controller Area Network) allows microcontrollers and devices to communicate without a host computer. Previously used in racing simulators, road bikes and hi-end luxury cars, it has now been successfully applied to flight simulators, enhancing reliability. We pride ourselves on using this cutting-edge technology as the only simulators manufacturer in the world.

Our goals

Simworld has always been about the ultimate experience in flight simulation. Through our cutting-edge technology, meticulous planning and engineering we have created a system so realistic you can almost feel the wind in your hair. If you leave the window open, that is.

A wise investment

Can you put a price tag on quality? A flight simulator is a lifelong investment and it should not be taken lightly. When it comes to lifelong investments – there is no room for half-measures. After a purchase has been made, there will be no way to regain reliability, missing functions or lacking realism.

No money saved can be used to upgrade a flawed panel. Once excellence is gone, it’s gone forever.